ARC 14 - Blowing Kisses in the Wind - Mission 2 - 11309.03

Summary:  One hour has passed.  Most of the Claymore's systems are back online.  The Nerozine gas is gone from all areas of the ship and one by one the crew begins to wake up…   The investigation begins…

****************** Resume Mission ******************

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Feeling as if her face is squished not to mention slightly damp, she groans as she pushes herself off the table.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Wiping her face she looks around to see heads lying on the conference table in the lab.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Awake she looks around and pushes herself up off the floor into a more seated position::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::On the floor next to his desk shaking his head trying to pierce the fog that seems to have settled over his vision and thoughts.::

SCENE:  The science lab is a scene of horror as blood soaked bodies litter the floor.  Several large containers of empty Nerozine canisters lay near Commander Senn's table.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Laying on the TIC floor, bleeding in militarily tidy pool::

ACTION: Several aches and pains Commander Senn is feeling could be due to the large knot on the back of her head and the trail of dried blood in her hair.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Out cold on the deck of the bridge, his tricorder humming aimlessly just a few feet away from his outstretched hand::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Her mind muddled, she tries to piece together what she is seeing.  Her last memory was a department meeting.  She shivers as the smell of blood assails her awakening senses.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Tosses on the floor of the jeffries tube, muttering in her sleep, increasingly violently on both accounts, until she finally sits up sharply, shouting--:: No!!!
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::She looks over at Damrok as she crawls over next to him, she checks to make sure he is still breathing.::  XO: Commander, can you hear me?
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Finally shaking off enough of the fog he stands unsteadily to his feet glancing around him trying to remember what had happened.::

SCENE: The Turbo Lift is motionless and stuck between two decks.  Controls are still locked out and unresponsive.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::A stab of pain has her hand flying to the back of her head where she feels a large lump and something crusty.  Bringing her hand forward she notes it is dried blood.  That gets her attention and she sits back to see... ::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::She turns looking around at the others still out cold::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Laying by his console on the bridge, giving off a confused and half-asleep grunt as he thrashes and hits arm and head::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Slapping her commbadge::  *Medical*:  Emergency in main science.  ::As she speaks she gets up out of her chair only to fall back as her balance is off.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Tosses on sickbay's floor, starting to rouse from the sound of multiple alerts being called into sickbay::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Vaguely remembers smoke in the vent system he stumbles toward the door from his office into sickbay, spotting one of the doctors on the floor he walks over to her crouching.:: MO:  Doctor can you hear me?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Thuds her head off a low overhang in the tube, and curses beneath her breath in an ancient dialect, as she struggles to her feet, only to find she can only get to her knees, hitting the top of her head once more on the top of the tube::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Slowly opens his eyes.  Curiously, there are four lights in the ceiling.  There used to be two.  Tries to lift his head....  everything spins kind of like the Claymore did last mission and he promptly passes out again::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Mumbles something unintelligible a moment, before her eyes blink open, and she suddenly grasps at the nearest person, CNS Foster:: CNS: What th--  Wh-- What happened?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Determined, stumbles out of her chair and onto her knee to begin checking for life signs.::  *Bridge*:  Commander Senn to bridge.  Science was attacked.  Most of my people are... ::Shakes her head as she finds one life sign and moves to the next.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::No response from Damrok, she gets up and walks over near Kytides::  CTO: Are you all right Lieutenant.
CNS Lt Foster says:
MO:  Some sort of gas, pumped through the environmental systems.  ::Places his hand on the floor to steady himself.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Rolls slowly onto his back as he starts coming to somewhat, blinking wearily at the voice and putting a hand to his head::  CO:  ...Captain?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Finding a tricorder clutched in Singh's hand, she scans the others and sighs with some relief... for a moment she thought they were all dead.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Rubs her head gingerly as she tries to ascertain her surroundings and remember what happened, and why she is wherever she is.  After a moment, impulse takes over, as she slaps her commbadge:: *Medical*: Raeyld here. Report!
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *CSO*: T'Shara here Commander.  Are you all right Commander?  I will attempt to notify sickbay.  It would seem the whole ship was hit by something or someone.

ACTION:  Turbo lifts come to life and begin running normally.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Starts to stir, slowly coming to at the relative increase in noise on the bridge as others wake and begin to check on each other::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Starts to climb to her feet:: CNS: Okay, and um...I need to call Dr. Ra---  ::Pauses, as the doctor's voice comes over the com.  Glances up::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Aye, Lieutenant.  Are you all right?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Not aware of the tears she looks around.::  *CO*:  I was knocked out.  I have no memory of being attacked.  And my people are covered in blood.  They are alive though.  There are some large containers here...
MO Ens Tevis says:
*CMO*: Tevis here. I'm not sure yet, but the board is lighting up a like a Christmas tree. Lots injured, especially in science.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge again::  *Sickbay*: Captain T'Shara to Medical
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Winces at the Captain's comm and scrambles to sit up::  CO:  Think so, Captain.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Crawling over to one of them, she scans it.::  *CO*: The containers contained Nerozine.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Starts climbing out of the tube, back toward the holodeck:: *MO*: Okay...Is Jenkins there?
MO Ens Tevis says:
*CMO*: Haven't seen him yet.  ::Moves to help Foster to his feet, and hits a button on the console on her way:: Just sent the call.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Looks up sharply at Tevis when she mentions science, remember the dream he had while he was out.::  MO:  I'll head to science help out there where I can.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Aye, everyone on the bridge is just starting to come to as well.  Containers of Nerozine....  So someone used that to knock us out but why...
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*MO*: All right. Send full teams to science, the bridge, and engineering. Auxiliary teams through the three decks with the highest number of injuries. Call for the rest to report to sickbay.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: I will inform Security and have them send someone down to check it out.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*: Your guess is as good as mine... but I will up you one with why science and a room full of scientists at that.
MO Ens Tevis says:
*CMO*: Uh...Okay.  Captain's calling. Tevis out.     ::Taps her commbadge twice, to take the CO's call:: *CO*: Sickbay responding, Ensign Tevis here.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Rises carefully against his console, just in case whatever knocked them out is still effecting him, shaking his head to clear the last bits of dream from it::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Remembers the CNS's relationship with Senn, and nods:: CNS: Okay.  Just...she called in, so...   Yeah.   Take a team with you.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As she talks, she carefully checks over Keysar.  He too has a bump on the back of his head, but other than that he seems fine.  Carefully she tries to wake him.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
CNS: --Uhm...Sir. Please.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*MO*: Ensign I'm sure you are busy with all departments.  Not sure if you know of the situation in Science but Commander Senn reports multiple injuries in need of immediate medical attention.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Nods moving to grab a medkit::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Blinks a few times, carefully rolling onto his back and taking mental inventory of his faculties...finds them groggy, but mostly there::
MO Ens Tevis says:
*CO*: Yes Captain...doing our best here.  Lieutenant Foster is on his way with a team. Doctor Raeyld is...on her way to sickbay, I think.  Do you need a team on the bridge, Ma'am?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Realizes the blood is from head wounds... accounting for the nightmare she woke up to.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
:: As Keysar groans awake, she pulls herself up to go to the sink.  Other groans of pain can be heard as her people start to wake up.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Spots a couple medical people arriving and grabs a few of them on the way out the door heading for science.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Signals for Soderstrom to take his team with Foster::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks around at everyone on the bridge::  *MO*: Take care of the critical I think the bridge can manage for now.  Mostly bumps and bruises I think.  T'Shara out
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Crawls back out of the jeffries tube and into the holodeck. Pause a moment::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
Computer: Disengage holodeck and delete program from local memory.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: You might want to send some men down to science it would seem there are some containers left there that contain Nerozine.
Captain Clark says:
*Sickbay*: This is Captain Clark down on deck 8.  We have Marines hurt down in the baricks.
DCAG Warren says:
*Sickbay*  Flight Deck to Sickbay.  We have some injured down here, no fatalities. 
MO Ens Tevis says:
*Clark*: Acknowledged. Sending an auxiliary team now.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::With a damp cloth, she goes to Idina and cleans some of the blood off the Andorian to make sure there is nothing serious.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Gestures for Sren to take her team to the barracks::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *CSO*: You have me there Commander.  But, we will get to the bottom of this.  Need to check sensors and systems to see what was affected and if we can detect anyone nearby.
MO Ens Tevis says:
*Warren*: Acknowledged. Sending a team down now.   ::Glances around sickbay::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Steps into the main science lab with the medical team and pauses as he sees blood everywhere.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Hesitantly, more worried about her people at the moment.:: *CO*:  Do you need me on the bridge now?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks up as the medical team finally arrives:: Medical:  They are all alive, thank the prophets.  It looks like mostly head wounds.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Spots O'Shea, and makes a rash decision:: O'Shea: Killian, hold down sickbay until Doctor Raeyld or Doctor Jenkins get in. I'm headed with a team to the flight deck.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Sighs as Idina responds.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*:  Once you know Medical is taking care of your people aye we could use you on the bridge.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Exits the holodeck and breaks into a jog down the corridor, toward the turbolift::

SCENE:  Flight deck is littered with knocked out and slowly waking pilots and mechanics.  However in the center of the flight deck floor is a plasma burnt circle with the letter V burnt in the center.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Moves over to a science console and begins tapping the buttons, trying to get anything on sensors and systems::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::The DCAG, doing a quick headcount, realizes she is at least one short.  Moving into the TIC, she is brought up short by what she sees.::  *Sickbay*  Captain Hawk is down with serious injuries in the TIC.  We also have one dead here.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Grabs a kit, and Rhyxx's team, and jogs out the door and down the corridor to the nearest turbolift::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Relief washes over him as he sees Eris, but the look  quickly changes to concern, the comment about the prophets was odd enough, moving forward he looks at her.::  CSO:  Are you ok?  ::Reaches up and wipes a tear from her cheek.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Swallows:: *DCAG*: Understood. I'm on my way.  ::Picks up her pace, practically skidding into the turbolift, and ordering the deck before the rest of the team can catch up::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::Turns and taps his commbadge while his other hand prods at his console, the results causing a mental curse as he cycles through security teams to find one to go to science to check the containers::  Captain, sensors are...not working.  Weapons and shields seem fine, but currently down.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Continues to try and get anything on sensors but nothing::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks around at her people::  CNS:  Why?  Why knock us out with gas and then bash in their heads?  ::Looks confused at his damp fingers.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Aye, I am getting the same over here.  It looks like they are in a diagnostic loop.  Is there any way we can break the loop/
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Sits up gingerly, tilting his head this way and that::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Glances around at the blood covering much of the room and the people as he runs a medical tricorder over Eris.::  CSO: There are any number of reasons most of which make any logical sense.  For all we know whoever did this did it because they like the site of blood.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Feels the dull pain of a few bruises, but otherwise seems okay::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Winces as he looks down to the console again, considering::  CO:  I'm not...sure.  ::Glances uncomfortably to Damrok, then to the captain::  May be a good idea to have non-essential guarding tactical and security sweep the ship in full while we try to figure out.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Closes her eyes and takes a moment to just breath::  CNS:  I need to get to the bridge.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Agreed.  Get a team on that right away
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Dashes out of the turbolift and to the entrance to the flight deck, team trailing behind her::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Picks up his tricorder to see whether it's recorded anything while he was out::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Places a hand on her shoulder keeping her there as he runs a dermal regenerator over her scalp.::  CSO:  Let me finish here.  I'm glad you are ok.  ::A small shudder runs down his spine as he thinks of the dream.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Enters the turbolift, takes a breath, and orders it to deck 4::
DCAG Warren says:
::Gestures frantically::  MO:  Over here!
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Begins entering her command codes into the computer, and tells it to shut down all internal diagnostics and restart all internal and external sensor pallets::  CTO/XO: Ok let's see if we shut down the computer if that stops the loop.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Skids to a halt beside Warren and Hawk, kneeling beside the latter with her tricorder flipped out immediately:: DCAG: What happened?  ::Begins scanning::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::She reaches up to wipe her damp face, finally realizing she had been crying.  She frowned.  She did not cry.  She hated crying.  Opens her eyes to see him shudder.::  CNS:  Theron?
DCAG Warren says:
MO:  No idea.  I was working, then it was dark.  I woke up and started a head count.  Found him like this.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Checks over the schedule for personnel to get an idea of where everyone should without sensors, then taps his commbadge, quickly ordering various teams into a patrol of the ship::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits waiting for the computer to restart::

ACTION: The Sensors fall silent for a moment then begin their startup procedures.  ETA to completion 2 min.

CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shakes his head.:: CSO:  Its nothing we need to talk about right now, it can wait till after we find out what has happened and if everyone is ok.  ::Finishes with the regenerator his hand shaking slightly as he puts it away.::  CSO:  You're good to go.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Reaches up to lay a hand against his check.  But the groans of others waking had her pulling back.  He was needed here and she was needed on the bridge.  Leaning forward she kisses him.  Then she stands, her headache gone.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  Later then...  ::Glances at her people to see they were in good hands.::  Thank you... ::Turning she heads out the door.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Swallows:: DCAG: Okay. Anyone else seriously injured? This badly?
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Nods as he watches her head out the door before turning back to the other members of the science team moving to one not already being helped by the medical team.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Starts loading a hypo, and presses it gently to Hawk's neck, trying to stabilize him for transport:: Rhyxx: We need to get him in surgery, stat.
DCAG Warren says:
::Shakes her head looking at the blood with a shudder::  No...  not like this.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::While his tricorder produces the sensor logs, stands to his feet::  CO:  Do we know what's happened yet, Sir?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Watches the console as the sensors begin to come back online.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Stepping into the lift, she closes her eyes only to open them quickly again as she sees once again all her people senselessly harmed.  At least she could be glad they had not killed them.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Exits the lift and walks down the corridor, not toward sickbay, but toward the science labs. Measuredly, determinedly::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Hits her commbadge:: *TC*: Do we have site-to-site medical transport available?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Over and over she kept saying that to herself until the lift doors open and she looks around the bridge just before stepping off the lift.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Team-ordering done, glances to T'Shara and readies himself to check the ship's status if the sensors work::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Without looking up from the console::  XO: No Commander.  From talking to Senn it would seem we were knocked out by Neurozine.  They are containers in science of this gas.  And we know that sensors were in a loop as well as Science being beaten.
Transporter Chief says:
*MO*: Yes Ma'am.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO/CTO: Sensors are back online.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO: Sensors caught in a loop?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns around to see Senn::  CSO: Aye, they were in a continuous diagnostic loop.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: I was able to shut down the computer and just got it back up.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
:: Makes her way to sensors, not realizing what she must look like.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
*TC*: Then two to beam, directly to sickbay. Now.  ::Wraps her arms gently about Hawk's shoulders, to ensure a careful beam out:: Rhyxx: Take over here. Get the serious to sickbay.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Nods::  CO:  Do you have any idea what I will be looking for?
Transporter Chief says:
::Initiates transport of Tevis and Hawk directly to sickbay::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Kneels down next to one of unconscious science officers and begins running the medical tricorder over him.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Starts to pull ship files only to stop and check the area outside the ship first.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Walks into the science lab, about ten feet in, and pauses, surveying the scene. When she speaks, it is low, and quiet, mostly to herself. Steelily and soft, convincing and unconvinced:: ...Too messy.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Lets a small sigh loose and immediately checks external sensors to scan the area for any ships::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Unfortunately no.  I would bring us sensor logs, going back to the time we left the station until sensor restart.  Call up internal audio/video and have the computer scan itself for foreign computer programs or codes.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Materializes in sickbay with Hawk, and waves for assistance:: O'Shea: Surgical gurney, stat!
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Hears the door slide open behind him he turns and spots the doctor.:: CMO:  Hello doctor luckily it looks worse than it is, at least as near as I have been able to tell so far they are all still alive at least.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Nods as she looks at external telemetry first.::
LVN O’Shea says:
::Quickly helps Tevis load Hawk onto a surgical gurney::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Moves to his chair and sits, still a bit groggy...carefully considers what the captain has said, trying to make sense of it, and trying to determine who could possibly be responsible::
LVN Rhyxx says:
::Looks to DCAG:: DCAG: Okay...who's the next most injured here?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO: We appear to be in an asteroid belt.  Looks like this systems 4th outer one.
MO Ens Tevis says:
O'Shea: Give me Merriweather and Alindo, and get Jenkins down here!
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO: Add to that we are near a gravity well of a large asteroid... appears stable for the moment.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: Mmm.... That's good. Very good. A good sign.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Gets up from science 2 as Senn has things more under control, and makes her way to the center of the bridge::  CSO: Let's hope it stays that way.
DCAG Warren says:
LVN:  Everyone was knocked out by whatever gas was used.  Other than that, just some bumps and bruises from falling.  ::Hesitates::  And the one fatality in the TIC.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Approximately 320 million kilometers from the station.
Med Merriweather says:
::Rushes into surgery behind Tevis::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  I am picking up three vessels on the LRS.
Med Alinda says:
::Follows Merriweather into the scrub room, pulling his surgical scrubs from their hook::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  I am picking up a warp trail leaving the Claymore.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::With no apparent danger on externals, looks inside instead, briefly checking on the tactical teams and verifying they aren't missing all their torpedoes or something::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Pushes Hawk into surgery and begins operating::

ACTION:  The main viewscreen comes to life.   A woman in a red Starfleet uniform appears.  A woman Commander Senn has seen before.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks back at Senn before sitting::  CSO: Leaving the Claymore... Can you detect which vessel?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: What have you noticed so far? Anything on scans?  ::Still almost distractedly::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
:: Contacts the shuttle bay::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Glances around the room and the position of the personnel and thinks aloud.::  Aloud:  Almost looks like they started here, attacked the crew here and possibly used this lab to pump the gas into the rest of the system.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Look up at the viewscreen, tilting his head slightly...he has heard the things going on around him, but his grogginess hasn't really allowed him to track::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns her attention the main viewer::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks and looks up, keeping his vision between console and viewscreen, not liking this at all::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::It takes a moment for her to notice the view screen on.  She frowns as something tugs at her memory::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As someone reports the Jarrow missing, she absently thanks them as she looks at the screen.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shaking his head he turns back to the doctor.::  CMO:  Most everyone here is suffering from blunt force trauma to the head, someone strong for this amount of damage, some also took hits to the back or legs, generally the ones who are apart from the others, probably tried to run.
Commander Hannily says:
Outloud: Captain this is a recorded message.  You and your crew should be awake by now.  I'd like to say I wish our meeting would have been different, but time was an issue.  I'm sure you have figured out the NX Jarrow is gone.  I can tell you it is in good hands. I will tell you now that your attempt to find me or the Jarrow is less than 0.34%.  Your Vulcan brain should be able to verify that.  I do hope our paths cross again Captain.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Commander Hannily... she was on the station when we picked up the chocolate.  And yes, the Jarrow is reported missing.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks over at Damrok and back at the screen.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: What were they after? The sedative?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::As that was the first he'd heard of the Jarrow going missing, meets T'Shara's glance with a grim expression before turning his eyes back to the viewer::

ACTION:  The viewscreen goes black.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Raises an eyebrow, wondering what they needed with the Jarrow::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks at the screen, mouth open in a rare case of him not measuring his expression at all::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shrugs::  CMO:  I'm not sure, don't know if this is something that is normally stored here, perhaps they brought it and needed to use the lab to disperse it?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Outloud: Why does she need the Jarrow?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Turns immediately toward tactical::  CTO:  Run facial and voice recognition.  We need an identification.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods, quickly snapping back to himself and looking down, starting a check on both::  XO:  Aye, Sir.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Anger in her voice::  CO:  It had better be damn worth it.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits down in her chair::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Aye, Commander.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Unfortunately, sensors lose track of the Jarrow 800,000 km from the ship.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: Know if anything else is missing?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Contacting the Ferengi station for all information concerning her.
CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Haven't looked yet, so far been concentrated on the wounded.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nods slowly:: CNS: Okay. With this many wounded, but not dead....unless they were just going for a blunt reaction, they wouldn't be this careless. This...messy.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Realizes they have no external communications link.  For that matter, she is unable to access the ODN::  CO:  Captain, we seem to have more problems.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Thinks over his classes on criminal minds and the like.::  CMO:  Its possible they did this for the enjoyment of it, hard to say without knowing who it was, but we may be able to cross-reference the attack with the criminal databases, see if there are any similarities.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Grimaces slightly and looks up, but stops as Senn seems to have come to the same result::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Are you able to do a trajectory and estimate where they are headed Commander.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  The field of individuals who even know the Jarrow exists and is in operation is relatively small.  When we're able to pick up our search, we should probably begin with that in mind.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nods:: CNS: So...another point against them. They don't mess with bodies...they mess with minds.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Tracing the issue she sighs.  Giving her command codes she resets the Claymores code::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
Computer: Authorization T'Shara Alpha 3476 reset transponder codes, beacon and communication security to normal operations.  Role codes as needed once linked with Starfleet ODN.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  From what we have, we do not have much to work with.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO: Agreed Commander.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::That cleared up, starts both facial and voice searches anew, and also starts making mental notes, adding Damrok's words to the list::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Compile a list of individuals knowing of the Jarrow's existence.
Computer says:
CO: Transponder codes reactivated and verified with Starfleet Command.  Communications systems are now online and cleared with ODN security.   Ship beacon is reset to normal Starfleet command codes and updating to new security.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Given a green light, she tries again to make contact with the station.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Nods::  CMO:  So it would seem.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nods slowly, the looks at Foster with a moment's hesitated terror...but it quickly passes::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::Glances at the search occasionally while starting to look into Jarrow security clearances::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Catches a flicker of something across the doctor’s face.::  CMO:  What is it?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: Just... ::Experiences the sense of sudden withdraw again, but fights against it. This is...reality. Mostly:: ...remnants of a bad dream.

************************ Pause Mission - Time Lapse 25 minutes *************************
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